Intuitive

Ergonomics

The new sensitive range by PRESTO®

New Touch
Its sleek design of harmonious lines and its ergonomics adapted for
everyone makes the PRESTO NEW TOUCH range change the codes of the
market of the taps for public places.
Thanks to its ultra sensitive system*, a simple light touch on the button is
all that’s required to activate or stop the flow of water.
An intuitive effortless technology adapted to all types of public places and
users (including the disabled, the elderly, and children).
If you forget to stop the water by touching the button, after a 6 second
preset flow time, the water stops automatically. A Start / Stop function
which saves up to 80% more water than traditional non self-closing taps.
Designed to resist to an intensive utilisation in high traffic public places the NEW TOUCH is perfectly
suited for schools, the healthcare, businesses or even residential market.
In addition to its chrome version, the NEW TOUCH tap offers a range of
colored covers for an aesthetic customization.
It also accentuates the contrast between the button and the body,
thus facilitating the accessibility for visually impaired individuals.
Going the extra mile for you: we can customize your
NEW TOUCH tap with a color of your choice according to
your wishes**…

…a unique specialty of PRESTO®
* Piezo technology
** on request

3 Models:
Deck-mounted single tap (mains or battery powered)
Deck-mounted mixer tap (mains or battery powered)
Wall-mounted single tap (battery powered)

Technical specifications:
-- Simplified maintenance: hypothetic battery changing, access to components…
-- Interchangeable with all types of taps
-- Mixer tap with lever control
-- Anti-overflow security system. In case of current cut-off, the tap closes automatically
-- No intercommunication between hot and cold water
-- PEX hoses with a 3 times longer duration than basics EPDM hoses

Hydraulic specifications:
-- Recommended pressure: 1 bar
-- Maximum temperature for thermal shock: 75°C – 30min
-- Water quantity for each cycle: 3 l/min

Electric specifications:
Lithium battery 6V-Type CRP2
-- 3 years long-life battery
Transformer 230 V AC / 7 V DC in Waterproof case IP65

Colors available:
Chrome, matt black, white, yellow, green, light red
Customization with a Pantone
(with or without your company’s logo) of your choice**
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SINGLE WALL-MOUNTED TAP

SINGLE DECK-MOUNTED TAP

DECK-MOUNTED MIXER TAP
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Contact us to discover our
NEW TOUCH tap by PRESTO!

